
REFLECTION

In the current scenario of COVID 19 pandemic, as a part of hospital preparedness to segregate contagious 
COVID cases, a new COVID triage facility was started and I was given big responsibility of running, first-ever 
COVID - TRIAGE facility at Asia's biggest medical institute (in no. of beds) of northern India. Working as a team 
leader was challenging as, you not only have to take care of patients of different specialties but also have to ensure 
the safety of your whole team right from safai karmachaari to consultant, as all of us have a sense of insecurity in 
these adverse working conditions. I started with reiterating and strengthening the lessons of infection prevention 
& control, and self-safety. Working with team members on the ground, also gave them courage in the hardest ever 
working conditions all of us have seen. We all now, know that if the whole unit has to be safe, we have to ensure 
the safety of each and every individual of the team.  Each team member have ensured careful and safe, donning 
and doffing of PPE (personal protective equipment) & helped each other during patient management and proper 
nursing care regardless of our positions. Sequential introduction of team members to reduce no. of donned hours 
as per need, simultaneously stick to working guidelines laid by MOHFW (ministry of health and family welfare, 
India). I also have to create an environment full of enthusiasm and positive vibes, by engaging team members in 
discussions on the topic of their interests. As we approached our duty end we received a sick elderly with other 
respiratory comorbidities, who later on came to be COVID 19, SARS positive. Before his COVID status, we 
managed him as suspected COVID positive with all precautions and our best efforts. 
   The whole team was quarantined for the next 14 days after being exposed to COVID +ve case and completing 
our duty days. All of us faced quarantine time, more challenging than even working in the COVID facility as we 
all keep ourselves engaged in work in triage area. At least I was not ready for this situation. I will ever remember 
these 14 days quarantine period as worst days of my life though and doing nothing. I have planned many 
academic and more works to keep myself, engaged but my higher center have surrendered to this emptiness to the 
extent of sleepless for 14 days. Probably this quarantine situation was equal to be imprisoned. On the fourteenth 
day, we are tested for COVID status and all of us were declared COVID negative & released from the quarantine 
area. 
In the current scenario physical distancing with social connectivity is of prime importance. Almighty taught us a 
big lesson about working and survival in adverse situations. Human beings are most brainy creature ever lived on 
this earth, yet nature has enormous powers, respect them, and stick to basics of life.
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all my attention and struggle was confined with adjusting the face shield which was hampering the 
conversation.
While addressing the patients I had this weird thought knocking me, they all look so normal, why all of us are so 
scared of them  and then it clicked, VIRUS, one virus differentiated these healthy looking people from the other 
healthy looking people and like that in a moment I was filled with the differences of strange and not so strange.
As the first shift ended we were all restless, dehydrated and in desperate need to go to toilet. Coming back to 
room was a relief but the horror of exposure prevailed, without taking a shower I didn't even dare to either have 
a glass of water or use the toilet and like that with cold water splashing, first of seven duties ended. 
One after the other days passed by, the struggle of wearing PPE for six hours straight was same for each day, it 
just didn't get better and no we didn't get use to it at all, infact last two days were horrible than first five. 
More than the physical work it was mental exhaustion. To combat our fears and anxiousness, each one of us 
prayed in the wards every morning in our different languages before beginning our shift, it somehow helped us 
survive those six hours.
As the days passed by and we finally reached the end of our one week long duties, we were all relieved and once 
again we were asked to pack our bags and get ready to be shifted to different location for passive quarantine. 
Being a travel freak and always wanting to experience the "living out of my bag" feeling, I was okay with so 
much packing and unpacking and was actually looking forward to some "ME" time in a new location. Solo trip 
of a kind, must tell you! 
Before I could begin the Solo trip which I, was taking with many others, we were required not to produce a 
passport or a ticket but a swab for covid testing, how interesting! As part of protocol we were tested for covid 
before we left for our passive quarantine. If you thought wearing PPE was painful, boy that swab left us with 
TEARS. 
Many a times I have walked the lane of campus but this ride from hostel to outside was one of its kind, lanes 
decorated with people full of pride and honour for us, clapping enthusiastically for our bravery, thanking us for 
what we have been through in past week, from Principal to clerks, fellow students to nurses of our wards, all of 
them were there just cheering and beaming with pride, this I tell you was a complete emotional rollercoaster. It 
sure left me with teary eye and blurring vision but an unbelievable feeling of gratitude towards all. 
Passive quarantine began beautifully with such lovely farewell and thousands of things to introspect and 
millions of thoughts to share. Five days into this Passive Quarantine and staying at a luxury place with 
minimum basic things has given a new meaning and dimension to my otherwise usual life. This Covid-19 
taught me not just one but many things, I have always thanked almighty for his enormous blessings and today I 
thank him more for blessing me with enough courage and strength to undergo this and come out stronger.




